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Abstract
Objectives: The present review is focused on determining the efficiency of some of the parameters for enhancing the time
and accuracy training in the batch back propagation (BP) algorithm. Methods: Researchers have used many methods,
including heuristic methods, flat-spots, Fletcher -Powel and Quasi-Newton methods to enhance the BP algorithm for
speeding up time training. The current heuristic method covers two techniques. The first focuses on choosing the suitable
value for each training rate and momentum term, either together or individually. The second technique is to create a
dynamic training rate with a penalty to avoid the local minimum. Findings: Slow training or fast training depends on
the weight adjusted in the BP algorithm. The training rate and momentum are significant parameters for controlling the
updated weight, but it is difficult to choose the suitable value to adjust the weight for improving the BP algorithm. If the
weights are adjusted too small, the BP algorithm gives slow training; if the weight is over-adjusted, the BP algorithm gives
faster training with an oscillating value of error training. The small or large adjustment of the weights is unsuitable for
learning of the BP algorithm. Existing studies do not mention the relationship between the values of training rate and
momentum term with gross weight. Gross weight leads to saturation training or reduction in training accuracy. This study
suggests creating the dynamic training rate with boundary and momentum terms and then establishing the relationship
between them to keep the weight adjusted moderate to avoid the gross the weight being updated. Improvements: This
study will guide researchers to create a dynamic training rate and momentum term with an inverse relationship or
boundary to escape gross weight training and maintain high accuracy training.
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1. Introduction

Although the batch Back Propagation (BP) algorithm is a
new style for updating weight, it is widely used in training
algorithms as it is accurate for training1–6. It uses gradient
descent to adjust the weight training, but gradient
descent is not guaranteed to find the global minimum
error because it may result in approaching the local
minimum7–10. The problem of the BP algorithm is slow
training and there are several parameters that need to be
adjusted manually, such as momentum term, learning
rate and training cycle with highest saturation training11.
Despite the training rate and momentum term being
significant parameters for controlling the updated weight,
it is difficult to select the best value in training12–14.
Generally, there are two techniques for selecting the
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values for each training rate and momentum coefficient.
The first is set to be a small constant value from interval
[0,1], the second the selected series value from [0,1]15.
The learning rate should be sufficiently large to allow for
escaping the local minimum to facilitate fast convergence
to minimize error training16, but the biggest value of the
training rate leads to fast training with oscillation error
training. To ensure a stable learning BP algorithm, the
learning rate must be small17–20. According to21 the best
value learning rate is between 0.05 and 0.25. Another way
to increase the learning rate is to modify the BP algorithm
by including the momentum term22,23. Therefore, one of
the requirements for speeding up the back propagation
algorithm is adaptive training rate and momentum term
together24,25.
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The range of the error threshold influences the
training time; however, there are no theories which
categorically determine the value of the error threshold.
Research26 determining the error threshold as 10‐5 finds
the convergence rate to be very slow, performing 500,000
epochs; on the other hand, authors27 determining the
error threshold as 10‐4 also find the convergence rate
to be very slow, performing 10,000 epochs. However,
these problems have been discussed thoroughly by
many researchers. More specifically, some studies focus
on improving the BP algorithm through training rate,
some of them by the training rate and momentum term
modifying one another.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the stages of training the BP algorithm.
Section 3 presents the related works on improving the
batch BP algorithm. Section 4. ANN Model for training
(Topology). Section 5 provides validate the efficiency
of the improve BP algorithm. Section 6 evaluated the
efficiency of the improve BP algorithm. Section 7 provides
the proposed work. Section 8 concludes this study.

2. Stages of training for the
batch BP algorithm
The training of the batch BP algorithm consists of three
stages, namely the forward propagation, the feed forward
phase, and updating the weight. Each input unit xi receives
an input signal xi and broadcasts this signal to the next
layer up to the end layer in the system. The backward
propagation in this step starts when the output of the
last hidden layer reaches the end step, then it starts the
feedback. The last step is updating the weight. In the batch
BP algorithm, the weight adjustment stage for all layers
is adjusted simultaneously. The goal of the BP algorithm
is to get the The goal of the BP algorithm is to get the
minimum error training between the desired output and
actual data28 error training between the desired output
and actual data28.

2.1 Mathematical Framework

BP Algorithm with Training rate and Momentum term
The weight update between the neuron k from output
layer and neuron j from hidden layer as follows.
Dw jk (t + 1) = w jk (t ) - h

2

¶E
+ aDw(t -1)
w jk (t )
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All steps of the BP algorithm with training rate and
momentum shown as below

Figure 1. Training of back propagation.

Before presenting the BP algorithm, let us briefly
define some of the notations used in the algorithm as
follows.
Zh

Where h, h=1,…,q is neuron for first layer

ZZ k

where j, j=1,. . .,p is neuron for second hidden layer

Or

Output layer for neuron r

uih

The weight for each neuron i and h from input layer
and hidden layer respectively.
The weight of the bias for neuron j

u0h
vhj
v0 j

The weight for each neuron h and j from hidden layer
z and hidden layer zz respectively.
Initial weight of the bias for neuron j

w jr The weight for each neuron j and r from hidden layer

zz and output layer O respectively.
w0r Initial weight of the bias for neuron r from the output
layer
∆w The rate of change the weight between the current and
the next iteration
Manually value of the training, rate
η
Manually value of the momentum factor
α
αdmc The dynamic of momentum term
ηdmc The dynamic of training, rate
MSE Mean Square error

2.1.1 Forward Pass Phase
In feed forward phase, each input unit xi receives an input
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signal xi and broadcasts this signal to each of the hidden
unit is z1 ,..., zi . The input signal z-inh for each hidden layer.
All steps as follows :
Step 0: Read and initialize the weight.
Step 1: For each training pair, do steps 2-22.
Step 2: Read the number of the neuron in the
hidden layer.
Step 3: Calculate input signal.
Step 4: Read the pattern from the data set,
obtain the target, and limit the error.
Step 5: Calculates the input for the first layer of
hidden
h

z-inh = uoh + å xi uih
i =1

Step 6: Computes the output of the first layer Zh
		zh = f (z-inp)
Step 7: send its output signal to all the units in the
second hidden layer (zjj j = 1, 2, ..., p )
Step 8: Calculates the input for second layer
i

zz-inj = voh + å z h vhj
i =1

Step 9: Compute the output layer for the last layer
p

O-inr = w0r + å zz j w jr
j=1

Step 10: Compute the output layer signal
Or = f(O-inr)

2.2.2 Backward Pass Phase
This step is starting when the output of the last hidden
layer reach to end step then the start. The goal of the BP
algorithm is to get the minimum error train between the
desired output and actual data, as follows
Step 11: Calculates the error training
n

er = å (t r - or )
r =1

Step 12: Calculate the local gradient for the or

Step 13: Calculate weight correction term (update
newest one later)
∆wjr = -η δr zzj + α∆wjr (t-1)
Step 14: Calculate, bias correction term (update
newest one w0r later)
∆w0r = -η δr + α∆w0r (t-1)
Step 15: send δr to the hidden layer, each hidden
unite (zzj, j =1,...,p)
Step 16: Calculate input of the layer above to get
m

d-inj = å dr w jr )
r =1

Step 17: Calculate the local gradient for hidden
layer (zzj) to get
δj = δ-inj f '(zz--inj)
Step 18: Calculate weight correction term
(update newest one νhj later)
∆νhj(t+1) = -η δj zh+ α∆νhj (t-1)
Step 19: Calculate, bias correction term (update
newest one νoj later)
∆ν0j = -η δj zh+ α∆ν0j (t-1)
Step20: Calculate the weighted input in layer above
b

d-inh = å d j n hl
j=1

Step 21: Calculate the local gradient of hidden
layer zh (expressed in terms of xi
δh = δ-inh f '(z-inh), f '(z-inr) = z-inh(1-z-inh)
Step 22: Calculate weight correction (used to
update uih later)
∆uhj(t+1) = -η δh xi+ α∆uih (t-1)
Step 23: Calculate weight correction of bias (used to
update u0h later)
∆u0h = -η δj + αu0h (t-1)
Update Weight Phase
The weight adjustment stage, for all layers is adjusted
simultaneously.

δr = er f '(o-inr), f '(o-inr) = o-inr(1-o-inr)
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Step 24: Update the weight for each output layer or
(j = 0,1,2,...p; r =1..., m)
Wjr (t+1) = wjr(t) -η ∆wjr (t)+ α∆wjr (t-1)
Step 25: Updated the weight for bias w0r
W0r (t+1) = w0r(t) -η ∆w0r (t)+ α∆w0r (t-1)
Step 26: Updated the weight for layer (zzj h=0,…,q; j=1,…,p)
vhj (t+1) = vhj(t) -η ∆vhj (t)+ α∆vhj (t-1)
Step 27: Updated the weight for bias
v0j (t+1) = v0j(t) -η ∆w0j (t)+ α∆w0j (t-1)
Step 28: Updated the weight for hidden layer Zh
Zh(i= 0,...,n; h = 1,...,q)
uih (t+1) = uih(t) -η ∆uih + α∆vih (t+1)
Step 29: Updated the weight for bias
u0h (t+1) = u0h(t) -η ∆u0h (t)+ α∆u0h (t-1)

3. Related Works on Improving
the Batch BP Algorithm
In the batch BP algorithm, the values of the training rate
and momentum coefficient are set to be constant values
between [0, 1]. To enhance the BP algorithm, there are
many methods such as flat-spot, conjugate gradient
descent, and the heuristic method. All these methods
have the same aim, but with a different technique to avoid
the local minimum and to remove the saturation training.
The gain is a direct effect on the slope of the activation
function29,30. Along the same lines, some studies improved
the BP algorithm by creating dynamic a training rate and
momentum. These studies focused on modifying the
training rate and momentum.

3.1 I mproving the Heuristic Method by
Adapting some Parameters

The heuristic method is widely used to improve the
convergence rate of training the BP algorithm, and
includes two parameters, namely the training rate and
the momentum coefficient. The heuristic method is very
important to increase the training algorithm. Both the
training rate and momentum coefficient are significant to
control the weight training31.

4
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This method is divided into two parts: the first part
focuses on the adaptive the training rate, which selects the
value for each training rate and momentum coefficient
as a random and a manual value in the interval [0, 1].
The second part is focused on modifying the training
rate η and momentum coefficient α through creating a
mathematics formula or dynamic formulae. The relative
work of the heuristic method is divided as follows.

3.1.1 Adapting either the Training Rate or
Momentum with a Penalty
The gross weight kept the error training value large,
which has effect on the training accuracy. However,
the previous work in some studies introduced a way
to solve this problem through proposing a penalty or a
boundary to control the weight update, for example. In32
proposed a new algorithm by adapting the square error
function with a penalty for escaping the local minimum.
The weight updated under the effect of the penalty. This
study created a relationship between the training rate and
the penalty. The training rate η is a fixed learning rate
of 0.013 and the penalty parameter is set to 0.001. The
results were compared to the Standard Back Propagation
(SBP) algorithm. A relationship between the learning rate
parameter and the penalty parameter is given to guarantee
the convergence. But, each training rate and penalty set as
manual value. In33 improved the batch BPAP algorithm
through proposing a dynamic training rate with a penalty.
The penalty coefficient was λ > 0, and in this study
λ = 0.15. The structure of the algorithm is 2:2:1 and it
used the Sigmoid as an activation function. The weight
updated in the batch BPAP algorithm, which was bounded
during training. From the experiment, the result was that
the BPAP reached the global minimum after spending
1000 iterations. In34 presented the penalty to get the
term proportion of the norm of the weight or to prove
the boundedness of the weights in the network training
process. The formula of penalty was proposed. The
learning rate is set to be a small constant or an adaptive
series using a mathematics formula. The weight chosen
in [-0.5, 0.5], the initial training rate, is fixed to be a small
constant at η = 0.05, and the penalty factor λ = 0.001. The
results showed that the BPAP algorithm gave a better
convergence compared to existing work. The conclusion,
this kind of these techniques set the each training rate and
penalty as manual value.
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3.1.2 Adapting the Training Rate
The BP algorithm trains by a manual training rate, and
in this case, the weight is updated manually based on the
effect the value of the training rate. In this case, the BP
algorithm suffers from slow training. One way to escape
the local minimum and save training time in the BP
algorithm is by using a large value of training rate η in the
first training. On the contrary, a small value of training
rate η leads to slow training, but a smaller value of the
training rate η training rate leads to the BP algorithm
having a slow convergence35,36.
Many studies have tried to improve the BP algorithm
through creating a dynamic training such as37 presented
the effect of input parameters with three different
structures, e.g., the BP algorithm, BP algorithm with a
momentum factor, and BP algorithm using conjugate
gradient descent. A Sigmoid function was used as the
activation function. The goals are to know how the different
learning rates affect the recognition rate: therefore, the
experiments start with a sample structure and different
values of training rate. The second method uses various
values of training rates and hidden nodes; and the third
method uses a BP algorithm with conjugate gradient
descent. From the experimental results, the BP algorithm
with the momentum factor provides highest recognition
rate, whereas the recognition rate is 0.99 in any other
method. In38 proposed a novel algorithm (NBPNN) that
has a self-adaptive training rate; the experimental results
showed that NBPNN gave a more accurate result than
the BP algorithm. In39 improved the BP algorithm: their
structure consists of two layers and two output layers
through the created dynamic training rate. The dynamic
training rate depends on the current and previous values
of the error training. In the same way, the BP algorithm
can be improved by implicit the momentum on the
dynamic training rate. The created training rate depends
on the value of the training rate that is fixed at values η =
1.0, 0.4 and 1.4. The results show that the improved BP
algorithm gave superior performance in training than the
BP algorithm. In40 provided the dynamic BP algorithm
for training with a boundary. In this case, the weight is
updated under the effect of this boundary. The Sigmoid
function is used as the activation function. The boundary
helps the BP algorithm to improve the speed up training
and enhances the classification rate, whereas the value of
classification correction is 91.1%. Many studies have tried
to improve the BP algorithm through creating a dynamic
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training rate using a dynamic fractional function, or an
exponential function such as41,42.

3.1.3 Adapting the Momentum Coefficient
In the BP algorithm, the value of the momentum is set
to be a constant in the interval [0, 1]. The BP algorithm
with momentum has been created. By43, improved the BP
algorithm by creating dynamic momentum. In44 author
compared the BP algorithms, the first trained without the
momentum coefficient and the second BPM algorithm,
which trained with momentum. The BPM algorithm
had faster convergence training than the BP algorithm,
whereas the BPM algorithm reached the global minimum
after 500 epochs, and the BP algorithm reached the
global minimum after 5000 epochs. In conclusion, the
momentum helped the BP algorithm to speed up training
and get smooth curve training. By45 investigated the
applicability of the third term in the BP algorithm. The
BP algorithms, which were enhanced by adding the new
term, gave a better result for others that trained without
the third term. Some studies have tried to overcome the
local minimum and increase the speeding up of training
for the BP algorithm through adding the third term with
a long training rate and a momentum term. In46 improved
the back-propagation algorithm based on the adaptive
momentum term. A new algorithm was tested using
the two-dimensional XOR. The simulation results show
that the new algorithm is better than the standard BP
algorithm. On the other hand, some studies have focused
on an adaptive training rate.

3.1.4 Adapting the Training Rate and Momentum
The training rate and momentum are significant
parameters to control the weight update, this kind of
algorithm has the ability to speed up the BP algorithm.
This kind of technique improved the training of the BP
algorithm through making for each training rate and
momentum coefficient dynamic, such as47 improved
the BP algorithm through two techniques, the training
rate and momentum factor, values of training rate were
fixed at different values. The idea of this study is to set
the value of training, rate to be large initially, and then
to look at the value of error training after iteration. If the
error (e) training is increased, the fit produced changes
the value of training, rate multiplied by less than one
and then recalculated in the original direction. If the
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iteration error can be reduced, this integration is effective.
Therefore, by changing the training rate multiplied by a
constant greater than one, the next iteration is calculated
continuously. In48 compare several techniques such as
BP with momentum, BP with the adaptive learning rate,
BP with adaptive learning rate and momentum, PolakRibikre CGA, Powell-Beale CGA, scaled CGA, Resilient
BP (RBP) Conjugate Gradient Algorithm (CGA), and
Fletcher-Reeves. The epochs of training are fixed with
different values, at 10, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000. The
back-propagation algorithm with adaptive learning rate
and momentum gave superior accuracy training at 1000
epochs. In49 enhanced the BP algorithm to obtain a good
web selection algorithm for providing the most suitable
service to meet the requirements of telecommunication
technology for smart distribution grids and to improve
the quality of the telecommunication service. To this
end, improved BP algorithm by modifying the training
rate and momentum. The value of the training rate
selected depends on the ratio between the new error
and the previous error training. The Sigmoid function
used as activation function. The simulation results show
an optimization of the training speed and oscillation
reduction duration training. Some studies have improved
the training by using the multi-step function, such as the
training rate. In50 created dynamic training in order to
escape the local minimum and to speed up the training of
the BP algorithm. This study created the dynamic training
rate that consists of multi-steps. The value of the training
rate η1 is set at 1.14 and training rate η2 set at 0.91; the
momentum factor is set as 0.91. The Sigmoid function is
used as an activation function with a single hidden layer.
The Mean Square Error (MSE) was used for optimization
and convergence of the network. From the experimental
results, the improved algorithm was overall efficient, both
in visual effect and quality. In51 improved the BP algorithm
by creating dynamic a training rate and momentum
coefficient. The experiment resulted in the improvement
of the algorithm, which had superior training than that of
the SBP algorithm for the time it took to train, whereas
the improved algorithm was 50 times faster than the SBP
algorithm. The performance improved back propagation
and dynamic back propagation compared to the BP
algorithm52,53.

3.2.1 Adapting the Gain
More specifically, some studies modified the BP algorithm
6
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to become faster training through adapting some
parameters as a modified activation function in the BP
algorithm54. The ∆wjk is affected on the slope value. The
value of the gain and momentum have an influence on
the efficiency of the training in the BP algorithm, so the55
adapted each parameter’s gain and momentum to remove
the saturation. These problems of the BP algorithm easily
convergence to the local minimum. In56 improved the BP
algorithm to avoid the local minimum to improve the
performance of the training, through adapting the gain
with the momentum and training rate. But each training
rate and momentum were selected as a manual value from
[0, 1], and depended on the kind of data set. The result
demonstrates that the proposed algorithm gave superior
training than that of the SBP algorithm.

3.3 Discussion of Previous Studies

The heuristic method is a current method for improving
the BP algorithm, which covers two parameter training
rate and momentum term. Literature review, focused
on improving the BP algorithm through selecting the
suitable value of each training rate and momentum term
from, [0, 1] like study47–49. The weaknesses, the values
of training, rate and momentum are manual values. On
the other hand, each32,34 improves BP algorithm through
creating dynamic training rate. But the weaknesses of
these dynamic training depend on the initial value of
training rate and penalty. The57 determines the problem of
BP algorithm as, there are several parameters which need
to be adjusted manually, such as momentum, learning
rate, and training cycle and slow training with highest
saturation training.
To fill the gap in the literature review, we need to avoid
the gross weight training, through creating dynamic
parameter with boundary to control the weight updated.

4. Artificial Neural Network ANN
Model for Training (Topology)
Almost of previous studies were designed the model
(Topology) of the training with a Sigmoid function as
activation function.Sigmoide function is most commonly
used in a training batch BP algorithm, training machine58.
No any theory to determine the best structure. But,
the number of hidden layers has affected the training
BP algorithm59. One hidden layer suffices for many
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application60. Many studies used single hidden layer
such61. Two hidden layers give suitable of the training
and accurate of generalization, but the large number of
hidden nodes an excessive number of nodes in the hidden
layer may endanger the process62. From the previous
study, the common structure is N:2h:1, where, h denoted
the hidden layer and N is the number of patterns of
the input training which effect by the kind of the data.
By63,test three structures, from experiment result the
best structure which consist only one output layer.The
model of neural network will define as { I, T,W,A},where
I denoted the set of input node, T denoted the topology
of NN, which cover the number hidden layer and number
neurons, W denoted the set of the weight. A denoted of
activation function.

5. Validate the Efficiency of
the Improve the Batch BP
Algorithm
This study belongs to the heuristic method. In this kind
of method, the adaptive training rate and momentum
coefficient are there to control the weight update. In
order to verify or validate the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm, simulations or experiments results on a
data set will be performed, and then the performance
of the proposed algorithm will be compared with the
standard SBP algorithm against one MSE, time training,
the number of iterations, and errors in training. From
previous studies, the performance of the dynamic
algorithm was compared to the BP algorithm, such as
the studies64–67. From relative work, the performance of
dynamic a lgorithm measurement by using some criteria
such as average time- second, number of epoch or
iteration, sum square error, accuracy training and speed
convergence rate.

6. Evaluate the Efficiency of the
Improve of BP Algorithm
The performances of the improved BP algorithm are
compared to previous research works. The limited error
or stop training must be same. From previous studied
almost studies used one criteria such time training, epoch,
and error training or accuracy of training. But those
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criteria are not robustness when the comparison between
two algorithms with different data which, it has different
size of the data set. This study puts the recommended
use Standard Deviation (S.D) and coefficient correlation
(C.v).

7. Proposed Works
From the previous work, we can propose alternative
works, to avoid inflation in the gross (overshoot) weight
and enhance the speeding up of training the BP algorithm
as follows:
• Create the dynamic training rate with a boundary to
control the weight update.
• Create a dynamic training rate and momentum
coefficient that have a relationship with each other to
keep the weight adjusted as moderate .Thus, we place
an implicit momentum function in the training rate
αdmc = f (ηdmc).

8. Conclusion
This paper presented techniques for improving the BP
algorithm and determining the best structure (topology)
of the BP algorithm. Many studies have sought to improve
the performance of the batch BP algorithm. However,
further research is required to improve the batch BP
algorithm. In this paper, we recommended a new strategy
to improve the BP algorithm, consisting of multiple steps
to avoid inflation in gross weight training. The fitting is
done by making a relationship between the dynamic
training rate and the dynamic momentum. As a result,
we placed an implicit dynamic momentum term in the
dynamic training rate. This procedure kept the weights as
moderate as possible (neither too small nor too large).
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